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With President Obama’s 
inauguration and the current 
economic downturn—not 
to mention the fast-paced 

media revolution and globalization, and the unprecedented 
worldwide recognition of “econology” and desire for peace, 
2009 is a year filled with hopes as well as challenges. 

The challenges and hopes are enough drive, I am sure, 
for all of us to make our teaching more relevant to what is 
going on outside our classrooms—in the advertising industry, 
across the nation, and around the “hot, flat, and crowded” 
world, as Thomas Friedman calls it. We are not content with 
only keeping the students’ passion for advertising, but finding 
ways to empower them—through our teaching, research, 
and advising, so they could respond to all those changes and 
challenges confidently and competently.

Karen Mallia’s and Tom Mueller’s articles featured in this 
issue of the AdNews are thought-provoking. They speak 
volumes for the talents our proud division has for meeting 
various challenges in this ever-changing “real world.” I know 
the two articles are just the very beginning of more soul-
searching and more in-depth writing to come for the 2009 
AEJMC Convention, to be held in the historic Beantown in 
this historic year.

Through a successful “chip auction” at the AEJMC Winter 
Meeting in early December, our division has secured the 
conference slots that you will need for sharing your thoughts 
and writings with AEJMC colleagues. While Jami Fullerton 
highlights in this issue the panels our division will co-sponsor 
with other fellow divisions, Sheri Broyles and Jan Slater have 
great new ideas for our division’s signature all-day teaching 
workshop. Please respond to their call for participation and 
contribute to the workshop. In the meantime, all of our five 
paper chairs have offered tips in this issue on submissions to 
paper competitions. (For Advertising Division’s complete call 
for papers, see http://www.aejmc.org/_events/convention/
papercall/divisions.php)

Please keep in mind:
•  February 27, deadline for indicating to Sheri Broyles at 

sbroyles@unt.edu your interest in presenting at the Advertising 
Division Teaching Workshop; and

•  April 1, as always, deadline for all paper submissions for 
the 2009 AEJMC Convention. 

Please note:
•  This year’s AEJMC uniform call for papers (http://

www.aejmc.org/_09call.php) highly emphasizes that “papers 
uploaded with author’s identifying information displayed will 

automatically be disqualified from the competition.”
•  For tips on how to “clean” identifying information from 

a paper submission, please see AEJMC Web site at http://
www.aejmc.org/_events/convention/papercall/cleanpaper.php.

•  On the other hand, the AEJMC uniform call requires 
that all paper submitters “completely fill out the online 
submission form with author(s) name, affiliation, mailing 
address, telephone number, and e-mail address.”

In the fall semester/quarter, our division executive 
committee and members endorsed two new annual awards 
(one for the first-place research paper and the other for the top 
student paper), to be sponsored by the U.K.-based International 
Journal of Advertising and its publisher, the World Advertising 
Research Center. The inaugural awards will be presented at 
our members’ meeting during the 2009 AEJMC Convention 
in Boston. Consider sending your best work to one of these 
paper competitions for an award! 

As we all know, the historic Boston is also a fun place to 
be. Craig Davis has already explored it for us. (Read his article 
in this issue.) In this issue of the AdNews, you will also see a 
new list of accomplishments of our members in the Kudos 
section. Kudos to Craig for his effort in compiling this list and 
the colleagues who have shared their recent good news in this 
column. To be included in the next Kudos section, please send 
your news to Craig at davisc7@ohio.edu. 

As many of you are aware, our division’s listserv has moved 
from the ouvaxa system to a Web-based one. Before the 
removal of the old system, I sent a message to all of our listserv 
subscribers to invite them to subscribe to the new listserv. By 
now, most of our “existing” subscribers have joined the new 
listserv. If you missed the invitation message during the winter 
break or were not aware of our listserv in the past, please send 
me (chengh@ohio.edu) your e-mail address. I will extend an 
invitation to you, as the new listserv system requires, and then 
you will be able to subscribe to this listserv easily. Let’s make 
the best use of this free and handy mailing list to enhance our 
internal communication.

Again, please mark on your calendar: by February 27, to 
indicate your interest in presenting at this year’s teaching 
workshop; April 1, deadline for all paper submissions. Paper 
uploading through All Academic began on January 15. Let’s 
help make the 2009 AEJMC Convention, to be held in a 
historic city in a historic year, a historic conference!

Cheers,
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by Hong Cheng  
Head/Ad Division 2008 - 2009
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In a historic city and a historic year...
Let’s help make a  
historic conference.

Happy New Year! I hope your semester/quarter is       off to a great start.

Hong



What Cole Porter  
Can Tell Us  

About  
Special Topics

I met Hong 
in Louisville, 
Kentucky, before 
Christmas for the 
infamous AEJMC 
“chip auction.” 

It was a new and interesting exercise unlike any I’ve ever 
experienced–picture the NFL Draft meets the world’s longest 
faculty meeting with some good old-fashioned Washington-
style lobbying thrown in the mix.

With Hong’s able assistance (and experience), I navigated 
the two-day event fairly well and together we managed to chip 
our way to what I think is a very good program schedule for 
the Ad Division in Boston this summer.

Finding co-sponsors for our panels and scheduling 
them midday during the week, in order to accommodate 
professionals who might be speaking, was a top priority. 
That left the research paper sessions to the weekends, early 
mornings, and late afternoons, in most cases. As we’ve done 
before, we sandwiched our member meeting between a paper 
session and our social on Thursday night. The off-site will be 
over the lunch hour on Thursday.  

Our panels this year offer something for everyone –from 
sports to social networking, from GLBT issues to international 
advertising. Here’s a peak of what’s in store for you in Boston 
this summer!

 

• Wednesday at 10 am:   Working Social Media Before it Works 
You: Best Practices for Advertising and Public Relations. This 
panel will bring together scholars, advertisers, and public relations 
practitioners to discuss how they are incorporating social media in 
class, with clients and in the field. By bringing together these three 
types of social media users, we will be able to show attendees how to 
better prepare their students, their clients, and themselves for the next 
wave of social media. (Panel proposed by Scott Hamula)
• Wednesday at 1:30 pm:   This is SportsCenter: The Selling of 
Sports and Sports Personalities. This panel will take a behind-the-
scenes look of working with big-time sports personalities and selling 
them, the products they endorse, and the sports they play in. (Panel 
proposed by Sheri Broyles)
• Wednesday at 5:00 pm:  One Quarter of a Century after 
Madison Avenue in Asia: A Re-examination of Transnational 
Advertising’s Roles in the Age of Globalization. What roles are 
transnational advertising agencies playing in this fast-growing and 
economically appealing region in the world today? This panel will 
provide an opportunity to reexamine and compare the socio-cultural 
and economic impact of transnational advertising in Asian markets 
and to reflect upon the ongoing globalization. (Panel proposed by 
Kwangmi Kim)
• Thursday at 3:15 pm:  Consumer Response to “Gay Vague” 
Advertising: Analysis and Perspectives. “Gay vague” ads “covertly 
speak to gays or seem to imply gayness with a wink—an intention 
advertisers often deny, or sometimes don’t even intend. ” This panel 
will explore the scholarly and trade commentary on the subject of 
“gay vague” imagery. (Panel proposed by Glenn Griffin).
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ChiPPing AWAy AT An Ad diviSion  
ProgrAm for BoSTon
Are these folks gambling with our future? Are they in Las Vegas? 
No, it’s Jami Fullerton and Hong Cheng at the “chip auction” of the  
2008 AEJMC  Winter Meeting in Louisville, Ky.

The Professional Freedom & Responsibility category of 
competitive papers in the Advertising Division provides a 
platform for the discussion of ethics and responsible professional 
behavior in the advertising field. The goal of PF&R papers 
is to extend knowledge about one of five areas, including 
free expression, ethics, media criticism and accountability; 
race, gender, and inclusiveness; or public service. Submissions 
may take the form of traditional research papers, but essays 
or critical analyses are also welcome. Contemporary topics 
and historical analyses are appropriate as well. For example, if 
you are interested in exploring topics such as the influence 
of television on children or the portrayal of ethnic minorities 
in the media, consider submitting your paper to the PF&R 
category. One PF&R paper that was presented at last year’s 
convention in Chicago was, “The Mid-Career Vanishing 
Act: A Qualitative Examination of Why So Few Women 
Become Creative Directors.” Individual paper submissions 
should not exceed 30 pages, including all notes, references, 
tables and figures, and should follow the style and format 
found in leading publications such as Journalism & Mass 
Communication Quarterly or the Journal of Advertising. 
For questions, please contact Frauke Hachtmann, PF&R 
Paper Chair, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 141 
Andersen Hall, Lincoln, NE 68588, (402) 472-9848,  
fhachtmann1@unl.edu.

by Jami Fullerton

Professional Freedom  
& Responsibility Papers
by Frauke Hachtmann

Good things come from tough times. Cole Porter knew it when 
he premiered “Anything Goes” in 1934.* And in these current 
times, (nearly) anything goes when it comes to the 2009 Ad 
Division Special Topics papers. 

As our division’s Call for Papers (http://www.aejmc.org/_
events/convention/papercall/divisions.php) says, the Special 
Topics paper competition is “the place for pioneering subjects, 
methods, and presentations. New approaches, innovation, and 
creativity are encouraged.”  

A random sampling of last year’s Special Topics papers 
shows the diversity of subjects and executions. For example, 
Amy Struthers and Hailey Abbott from Nebraska looked at 
buzz marketing. Kentucky’s Mark Stuhlfaut and Chan Yoo 
tested a model of ad creativity. Michael Maynard (Temple) and 
Margo Berman (Florida International) counted the number of 
brainstorms needed to create a viable ad. And South Carolina’s 
Bonnie Drewniany determined if violent humor helps win Super 
Bowl ad competitions (it doesn’t hurt).

Special Topics papers undergo the same peer review as other 
Ad Division papers.  Reviewers are encouraged to keep an open 
mind as to the subject and approaches. New ideas will find a 
welcoming home. For questions, contact the Special Topics Chair, 
Jay Newell, at newelljj@iastate.edu, or (515) 294-3445.

by Jay Newell

The world has gone mad today,
And good’s bad today,

And that gent today
You gave a cent today

Once had several chateaux.
Heaven knows: anything goes.

*Sample lyrics from  
Cole Porter’s Anything Goes (1934)



Mara Einstein’s (Queens College, City University of New York) book, Brands  
of Faith: Marketing Religion in a Commercial Age, 2008, Routledge, New York, New  
York, was named CHOICE Outstanding Academic Text for 2008.
Ivan Preston (University of Wisconsin-Madison) authored, “Puffery and Advertising,” in 
Advertising and Society, a book of readings prepared by Carol Pardun (University of South 
Carolina), 2009, Wiley-Blackwell, Hoboken, New Jersey. Preston also authored, “Puffery: A 
Controversial Type of Ad Claim,” in Issues in American Advertising by Tom Reichert (University 
of Georgia), 2008, The Copy Workshop, Chicago, Ill. 
Billy Ross (Louisiana State University & Texas Tech University) and Jef Richards 
(University of  Texas at Austin) published a new book, A Century of Advertising Education, 2008.
W. Glenn Griffin (Southern Methodist University) published in winter 2008 issue of the 
Journal of Advertising the article, “From Performance to Mastery: Development Models of the 
Creative Process.”
Craig Davis (Ohio University) authored “The Interactive Agency” published in  
The New Account Manager by Don Dickinson (Portland State), 2008, The Copy Workshop, 
Chicago, Ill. 
Alice Kendrick (Southern Methodist University) received the Distinguished Advertising 
Educator Award from the American Advertising Federation in June 2008. She also planned 
and attended the Advertising Multicultural Think Tank for Agency and Human Resource 
Executives sponsored by the AAF and held at Howard University in March 2008.
Hong Cheng (Ohio University) and Craig Davis (Ohio University) were co-advisors for 
Ohio University’s winning AAF, NSAC campaign for AOL in June 2008.
Karen Mallia (University of South Carolina) developed a course, Communicating the Cause 
for our South Carolina Honors College, covering cause-related advertising and public relations, 
team-teaching with a PR instructor, Lisa Sisk (University of South Carolina). 
Sheri Broyles (University of North Texas) has been elected by the Standing Committee 
on Teaching to be on the Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass 
Communications. Her term begins September 2009.
Bruce Bendinger (The Copy Workshop) developed a History of Advertising, an innovative 
online course, for Nancy Rice, head of the Advertising Program at the Minneapolis College 
of Art and Design.
Lance Kinney (University of Alabama) was named the Advertising Educator of the Year by 
the American Advertising Federation’s Birmingham, Alabama, chapter during the Fall 2008 
semester.
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2008-2009  
Ad diviSion 
ExECUTivE  
CommiTTEE   
mEmBErS

(From the Editor: We would like to hear from you about your accomplishments—including recent 
awards, appointments, and publications—or anything you think is worth sharing with AdNews 
readers. For future entries to the Kudos section, please e-mail Craig Davis at davisc7@ohio.edu.) 

KudosAd diviSion
Compiled by Craig Davis

One of the most important venues for up-and-coming student scholars to present their ideas to 
others in the advertising field is the Ad Division’s student paper competition. Various research topic 
categories related to the field of advertising are encouraged. The competition is an excellent chance 
for students to get valuable experience in the scholarly review process, as well as engage in the 
process of idea exchange and feedback from other scholars in the field.

Papers should be limited to 30 pages in length including references, tables, and exhibits. Only 
student-authored papers are eligible for this category. Faculty co-authored papers will not be 
accepted for review.  Submissions will be blind-peer reviewed, and top paper will receive formal 
award recognition.  

Students in the process of preparing a research paper for a course should adjust their timeline to 
meet the manuscript submission deadline of 11:59 p.m. CDT on April 1, 2009. Paper submissions will 
only be accepted through the All Academic site assessable via the AEJMC Web site.  Please make time 
to set up your All Academic account before the deadline date to avoid submission difficulties. Further 
questions about the Student Paper Competition should be forwarded to Cynthia Morton, Student 
Paper Chair, at cmorton@jou.ufl.edu or (352) 392-8841. 

Student Paper Competition by Cynthia R. Morton
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Gone are the days of standing at the copy machine making 
numerous copies, stuffing the papers in an oversized envelope, and 
rushing to the post office to submit your paper to AEJMC. Now 
it all can be done from your desktop with a click of the mouse. It’s 
the third year for electronic paper submission. As the saying goes, 
“third time is the charm;” thus all of the kinks should be worked 
out!

All paper submissions should be consistent with style and 
format found in leading publications such as Journalism & Mass 
Communication Quarterly or the Journal of Advertising. It should not 
exceed 30 pages including all notes, references, tables, and figures.

When formatting your paper, do not include any identifying 
information on your paper whatsoever. Any papers with 
identifying information will not be accepted. Include only the title 
of your paper on the first page of the text and on running heads 
on each page and the title page.  

It is worth repeating that you should not include your name 
or affiliation on your paper submission anywhere. Papers with 
identifying information will be automatically disqualified.

After removing all personal information from your paper, 
save it as a Word, WordPerfect, or PDF file to upload it to the All 
Academic site.

Upload the paper to the group appropriate to the paper’s topic 
by 11:59 p.m. (CDT) on April 1, 2009. Any papers submitted after 
this time will not be accepted. Also, you will upload an abstract 
of no more that 75 words. You will receive an automatic receipt 

via email if the file was uploaded correctly.  The AEJMC uniform 
paper call, including instructions on how to submit a “blind” 
version of your paper, may be accessed via the AEJMC Web site at 
http://aejmc.org/_09call.php.

Papers should not have been presented at other conventions 
or have been published elsewhere.  Papers should be submitted to 
only one competitive paper category in the Advertising division: 
1) Advertising Research, 2) Advertising Teaching, 3) Professional 
Freedom & Responsibility, 4) Special Topics, or 5) Students 
Papers. Graduate and undergraduate students are invited to submit 
original research dealing with any advertising-related topic to the 
Student Paper competition. All sole- or co-authored papers must 
be students; papers co-authored by students and faculty should be 
submitted to one of the other paper categories.

After a paper has been accepted for presentation, the author(s) 
should revise it based on the reviewers’ comments and email/send 
it to the session discussant prior to the conference. Papers may 
be submitted for publication in journals after presentation at the 
AEJMC convention.

We are always looking for qualified reviewers who are 
committed to valuable feedback to the authors. If you are 
interested in serving as a reviewer for this year’s competition, please 
send an email to Bobbi Kay Hooper, Research Chair, at bobbikay.
hooper@okstate.edu. Of course, you may not review papers in a 
paper category in which you submitted an entry.

“Blind” Electronic Submission:  
QuICKER AnD YES, EASIER by Bobbi Kay Hooper

As I wrapped up grading for ADV 4400 
– International Advertising – I pondered 
the following:  Am I providing the tools 
necessary for students to forge their way into 
the workforce? Can our graduates compete 
in the most difficult marketplace the industry 
has seen in decades?

Models from successful entry-level 
employees are helpful in analyzing what 
matters in the workplace. One of our former 
students, Cindy Honickman, returned to 
The University of Florida to overview her 
work as a guest lecturer for the ADV 3001 
strategies class. Cindy has become Internet 
savvy (on the business side) and is now a 
specialist at Ad Partners in Tampa, Florida. I 
was impressed with her presentation; Cindy 
has morphed into a one-person deliverables 
machine.

Honickman develops search engine 
marketing campaigns by extracting key words 
pertinent to her clients and tracks their 
activity. She bids for top placement among 
those search words for her clients’ products 
and services. In addition to search engine 
marketing, Cindy develops content and then 
gets the word out through social marketing 
campaigns on sites such as Facebook. And it 
doesn’t stop there. Cindy also provides “video 
search optimization” by placing video shorts 

for her clients on sites such as YouTube and 
Google Video and then assures the videos are 
popping to the top when targeted consumers 
make search requests.

All this and only one year removed from 
our program. Will employers expect any less 
for the few positions available in 2009?

My responsibility as an instructor should 
not end with the final assessment of a 
semester grade. For those who wish to excel, 
I want to coach and encourage students to 
utilize course accomplishments to create 
their own custom deliverables package. It’s 
important that graduates are prepared to 
compete for realistic, attainable job placement 
during a downturn in industry activity.

Several of my students have asked that 
I suggest improvements for their résumés.  
Typically, these documents announce a B.A. 
degree, follow with internships completed, 
and conclude with participation associated 
with social organizations.

Will this type of communication rattle 
cages at agency HR departments? It’s 
not likely. How can educators best equip 
students to represent themselves and their 
achievements? It was important for me to 
form a fresh perspective on how course 
accomplishments can be used as a tool to 
heighten employment opportunities. 

In one redraft, I suggested that a student 
emphasize “Academic Experience,” move it 
to the top of the page and call out primary 
research for a vodka company (achieved 
through Campaigns class) and a critical 
analysis of an international market (achieved 
through the International Advertising 
class final project). Other real-world 
accomplishments from class work were 
also included. What was once buried, if at 
all listed, had been proactively utilized to 
demonstrate that this undergrad student 
created deliverables. 

“Work Experience” was edited and 
shortened to showcase only action-related 
activities. A simple statement regarding 
her degree followed under “Education.” 
“Academic Achievements” (such as campus 
social groups) was edited to highlight 
business-related accomplishments.

I cannot assure each student that a 
résumé’s upgrade will bring an elusive job 
to their doorstep. But, assisting motivated 
students in bringing the classroom 
experience to life is a valuable component in 
learning to be a more productive instructor.
(Tom Mueller is a doctoral candidate at the 
University of Florida. His e-mail address:  
tmuelle@ufl.edu) 

Assertive Tactics in Tough Times
Classroom relevanCe in the advertising marketplaCe  

by Tom Mueller



IJA Best Paper  
  
Compiled by Hong ChengAwa rds

A N N o u N c e m e N t

Ad division  
Listserv  

Moves  
to  

new system
by Hong Cheng

FOr NON-subsCrIbers TO THe New lIsTserv: 
AdNews-AEJMC, our divisional listserv, moved from the ouvaxa system to a Web-based one in 
December 2008, required by Ohio University, the host institution of the listserv. If you missed the 
invitations I sent during the winter break to all subscribers to the old listserv or were not aware of 
our listserv in the past, please read the few lines below:
•  To indicate your interest in subscribing to the new AdNews-AEJMC listserv (adopted in 
December 2008), please e-mail me at chengh@ohio.edu. 
•  I will send you an “invitation” as the listserv system requires, in which you will see instructions 
on how to subscribe to the new listserv.
•  The subscription is as simple as replying to an e-mail message.
•  After you have completed the submission, you will receive an automatic confirmation, in which 
information on how to post a message to the listserv and how to unsubscribe from it will be 
provided.

FOr subsCrIbers TO THe New lIsTserv:
•  To post a message on the new AdNews-AEJMC listserv (adopted in December 2008), you 
may simply send it yourself to:  adnews-aejmc@listserv.ohio.edu
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awards:
•  A $300 cash award, together with a certificate, will be 
presented to the winner of the IJA Best Research Paper 
Award at Advertising Division members’ meeting during 
the AEJMC annual convention.
•  A $200 cash award, together with a certificate, will be 
presented to the winner of the IJA Best Student Paper 
Award at the same meeting.
•  Inaugural awards will be presented Thursday, August 6, 
during the AEJMC 2009 convention in Boston.
•  Winning papers are welcome, but not required, to 
submit to the IJA and will be given top considerations 
for publication, although the submissions still need to go 
through IJA’s own review process.

entries and review process:
•  All papers submitted to Advertising Division’s annual 
research paper competition (for faculty or faculty-student 
papers) will automatically enter the IJA Best Research 
Paper Award contest. The first-place paper in the compe-
tition will be the winner of this award.
•  All papers submitted to Advertising Division’s annual 
student paper competition (for student papers only) will 
automatically enter the IJA Best Student Paper Award 
contest. The top paper in the competition will be the 
winner of this award.
•  The IJA entrusts AEJMC Advertising Division paper 
judges and Research Committee Chair to select one 
winning paper for the IJA Best Research Paper Award, 
based on the identical review process and criteria of the 
AEJMC for its convention paper competitions.

•  Similarly, the IJA entrusts Advertising Division paper 
judges and Student Paper Chair to select one winning 
paper for the IJA Best Student Paper Award.
•  The two IJA awards will NOT affect Advertising Divi-
sion’s existing paper awards (three research paper awards 
and one student paper award). The division’s First-Place 
Research Paper winner and Top Student Paper winner 
will also receive the IJA Best Research Paper Award and 
the IJA Best Student Paper Award respectively. 

mutual promotions:
•  The AEJMC Advertising Division will help disseminate 
information about the IJA and WARC via its listserv. 
The division will also allow the IJA and WARC to mail 
IJA- and WARC-related materials to Advertising Divi-
sion members and distribute samples of the journal at its 
members’ meetings. The IJA will announce AEJMC 
annual conventions and the awards in the journal. 

Endorsed by the AEJMC Advertising Division executive committee and members, 
two IJA best paper awards will be presented annually by the U.K.-based 
International Journal of Advertising, a refereed quarterly published by 
the World Advertising Research Center, to two outstanding papers selected 
from the research and student paper competitions of the division. The awards 
are aimed at inspiring high-quality advertising research and enhancing the 
awareness of the division and IJA-WARC in the field of advertising.
 

Jami Fullerton 
(posing in Lou-
isville, Ky. during 
the 2008 AEJMC 
Winter Meeting) 
and other Ad 
Division executive 
committee mem-
bers (not in photo 
:-) send season’s 
greetings to their 
fellow division 
members.



Explore historic Boston  
           this summer
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Boston is one of the oldest cities in the country, and its 
heritage attracts more than 16 million visitors a year, making 
this destination one of the most popular travel cities in the 
United States. According to Frommer’s Travel Guide 2009, 
“Boston’s figurative temperature started to rise at around the 
same time the Big Dig highway-construction project started 
winding down.  Today, Boston is considered a fashionable and 
trendy city.” 

You may think of Boston as the home of the Red Socks, 
the place for brains (MIT and Harvard), beer (Harpoon, and 
Sam Adams) and beans (Boston baked), but did you know 
Boston is also known as “America’s Walking City? ” This 
reference is not just to encourage locals to free up parking 
spaces.  There are many things to see and do in this city, and 
the AEJMC Convention at the Sheraton Hotel is in the 
center of it all. 

Freedom Trail, Boston Common and Public 
Garden: Boston Common is the beginning of the Freedom 
Trail, which winds its way through historic landmarks. Get 
your map and guidebook at the Boston Common Visitor 
Center.  See the oldest park in the United States -- the 
Boston Public Garden.  

Newbury Street:  Walk down Newbury Street, the place 
to be.  You’ll see outdoor cafes, upscale shops and architecture 
typical of Boston’s rich history. 

Boston Duck Tours: If you don’t feel like walking, take 
a ride around Boston on the amphibious bus-type vehicles. 
They drive in the streets and float on the water. The tours are 
fun, and a great way to see views of the city that you could 
only see floating in the St. Charles River.  

Museums:  Boston is home to the Museum of Fine 
Arts (the second-largest museum collection in the Western 
Hemisphere).  It’s also the home of the Isabella Street Garden 
Museum, the Boston Tea Party Ship and Museum, the 
Harvard Museum of History, the Museum of Science, and the 
John F. Kennedy Library and Museum, to name a few.  

Fenway Park:  Even if you can’t see a game, seeing the 
charm of the oldest continuous running ballpark in Major 
League baseball is worth the trip and one of the most popular 
destinations in Boston.

Libraries and Education: If you didn’t get your fill of 
academia at the AEJMC convention, visit the Boston Public 
Library.  It is the best free place to go in Boston. And, if you 
have always wished you had an Ivy-league experience, there’s 
still time. Walk around Harvard Yard, in Cambridge and see 
Harvard University’s oldest building.

And who could visit Boston without seeing the original 
Cheer’s bar at Beacon Hill? 

Boston has a substantial marketing communication 
and new media industry too. It’s home to some of the 
most creative and respected agencies in the world: Arnold 
Worldwide, Hill Holiday, Digitas and Modernista have offices 
in downtown Boston.

There is much to do in Boston that will complement the 
AEJMC convention sessions and activities. Take 
advantage of this opportunity to learn more about 
your field and our country’s history.

“Who dares to teach must never 
cease to learn.” (John Cotton Dana)
As Teaching Standards Chair, I strong-
ly encourage you to share what you 
have discovered by submitting your 
research papers on teaching for 2009 
consideration. Past submissions have 

focused on innovations, pedagogy, 
new technology in the classroom, 
and effective approaches. Submission 
deadline is April 1, and paper upload-
ing is done at www.aejmc.org/_09call.
php. Paper style and format should 
conform to those in the Journal of 

Advertising Education or Journalism 
& Mass Communication Educator. 
If you have any questions, please 
contact me at shamula@ithaca.edu. 
I’m also hopeful for a strong response 
from potential paper reviewers. 

ABTL       ABTL
by Scott Hamula
Always Be Teaching    Learning &

If you are planning to attend the AeJmc 2009 convention  
in Boston this summer, prepare yourself for a true historical experience.

by Craig Davis

Photo above:  Longfellow Bridge spans the Charles River and 
connects Cambridge to Boston courtesy freefoto.com. Photo at 
right:  an adorable Boston terrier reading the Boston Herald.
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AbOve:  A small but influential group of angry women claimed this Motrin campaign trivialized 
baby-carrying and used blogs, YouTube and Twitter to kill it. J&J pulled down the Web site 

48 hours after the social media firestorm began.

leFT:  Suicide survivors and families 
of suicide victims found little humor in 
one lonely calorie trying to off himself, 
despite the lighthearted illustration style. 
Pepsi responded to social media criticism 
via social media, e-mailing direct 
apologies to bloggers.

on the information highway

Much has been discussed in the advertising world about the brilliant 
promise of social media to reach and engage consumers in ways more 
meaningful than a traditional ad ever could.  But the dark side of social 
media showed itself twice last fall: first when Twitter users attacked the 
J&J Motrin moms campaign, and again when bloggers bombed the Pepsi 
Max campaign launched in Germany.

Consumers have always had the power to complain to advertisers. 
But writing a letter to a company via snail mail that slowly navigated 
the inboxes of corporate bureaucracy pales in comparison to the 
power of instantaneous worldwide communication. Campaigns can 
now be brought down in days, if not hours.  While print launched 
earlier, the new Motrin online campaign created by Taxi caught the 
attention of several influencers on Twitter Friday night, November 14, 
2008, resulting in a weekend social media firestorm. The campaign 
was pulled November 16.  Months of planning, ideation, developing 
and producing creative work were blown apart in one weekend. The 
underlying concept of the campaign was to empathize with moms 
over the back pain that results from “Wearing your baby,” as with 
slings and infant carriers. Some Twitter users interpreted this as an 
accusation that women were using their babies as fashion accessories 
and were incensed, including the proprietor of an online children’s 
store who created “Motrin ad makes moms mad,” a video of  Twitter 
microblogs she posted on YouTube.  J&J’s McNeil Consumer Heathcare 
pulled the Motrin Web site, and replaced it with an apology from its 
VP of Marketing, who also scrambled to e-mail direct apologies to 
bloggers.  Perhaps there is no small irony in that the last time McNeil 
experienced such a massive public relations nightmare was the 1982 
Tylenol tampering incident, a much more serious issue by comparison.                                                                                         
       In the PepsiMax case, suicide survivors and friends and families of 
suicide victims were outraged by a campaign concept of depicting one 

lonely calorie (in quirky illustration) trying to kill himself.  The print 
campaign was created by BBDO Dusseldorf and ran in one issue of 
one German publication.  December 1 and 2, message boards and blogs 
around the globe were popping with commentary, almost all negative 
and emotionally charged—decrying the very idea of making light of 
suicide.  As of this writing, the AdAge.com message board following 
the article had 51 comments, all but four were from the U.S.  Never 
known for boldness in advertising, Pepsi immediately scrapped the ads, 
its spokesman agreeing that they were “totally inappropriate.”  Another 
campaign dead, mere days after it launched.

While I won’t defend the merits of either carrying your baby as 
fashion or one lonely calorie committing suicide, these incidents do not 
bode well for creativity in the digital age.  Of its very nature, work that 
is truly creative is provocative, unexpected, and in the words of David 
Ogilvy, “makes the client squirm in his seat.” That kind of work gets 
noticed and jolts the consumer out of complacency. Work that is safe 
and acceptable rarely connects with people, or persuades.  But creativity 
is a tender, fragile commodity.  It thrives in an atmosphere of openness 
and possibility.  It takes a strong, brave agency team to nurture, support, 
and sell unexpected answers to problems. Most clients have a hard 
enough time making a bold move without quantifiable support, so in an 
atmosphere of fear, bold creative ideas are even less likely to see the light 
of day. 

Stretching limits has always been a difficult challenge, After all, only 
a handful of people have the talent to create brilliant advertising, but 
every layperson feels competent to judge and kill ideas.  And while it 
takes every bit as much time and pain to develop a creative idea these 
days, social media make killing it so much quicker and easier. These two 
cases serve as a warning alarm of the frightening powering that social 
media may exert on creative content.  Creating truly daring work may 

become impossible if a small band of “vocal” 
malcontents has the power to dictate what 
can and can’t run. The only thing worse than 
letting a focus group dictate your advertising 
would be letting a few dozen bloggers do it.  
(Karen L. Mallia is an assistant professor at the 
University of South Carolina. Her e-mail address: 
KMALLIA@mailbox.sc.edu)

Two cAmpAigns died LAsT fALL AT The hAnds 
of consumers. The murder weApon? sociAL mediA. 

by Karen L. Mallia

Murder
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advertising teaChing Workshop • innovations in teaChing • august 4, 2009 • Boston

If all this technology scares you, then you won’t want to miss the Advertising 
Division’s Teaching Workshop. If you’re an “innovator” or even an “early 
adopter,” then you may have something to share. (Check the sidebar call on 
how to do this.) Why now? Digital is the future for our students, so it’s time to 
make sure they understand the opportunities and how to prepare themselves to 
take advantage of them.

That means you’ve got to be innovative, you’ve got to be current, you’ve 
got to be tech savvy. And our Innovations in Teaching workshop will help. The 
day will start with a presentation from an agency telling us what students need 
to know about the new media, how to create messages for these new media, 
and how media planners, account planners and management types can best 
understand these new technologies. Then we’ll hear from some great teachers 
who are already making this work in their classrooms.

So plan to arrive in Boston early. The all-day teaching workshop will be on 
Tuesday, August 4. We’ll see you then.

Do you twitter? Do you blog?  
Are you a Facebook friend? Are you linkedin?  

Our students are, and we’re betting  
your students are too.

Are you using social media, podcasts, 
webinars, blogs, twitters, YouTube, 
iMovie, or other new technologies 
in your class? Or maybe you’re doing 
something innovative in distance 
learning. If so, we want to hear more. 
Send us a brief paragraph or two 
about what you do, how you do it, the 
learning outcomes, and the success 
or problems you’ve had. We’ll sort 
through everything and pick some of 
the best ideas for presentation the day 
of the workshop. Send your ideas to 
Sheri Broyles at sbroyles@unt.edu by 
Friday, Feb. 27. 

hey innovators.  
WE WAnT YOU!

by Sheri Broyles and Jan Slater

We’re all a                  about Boston 
The Advertising Division’s Teaching Workshop  

gets innovative.


